A probabilistic algorithm is presented to find the determinant of a nonsingular; integer matrix. For a matrix A E ZnX" the algorithm requires O(n3.5(logn)4.5) bit operations (assuming for now that entries in A have constant size) using standard matrix and integer arithmetic. Using asymptotically fast matrix arithmetic, a variant is described.which requires O(n2+e/2 -log'nloglogn) bit operations, where two n x n matrices can be multiplied with O(ne) operations. The determinant is found by computing the Smith form of the integer matrix, an extremely useful canonical form in itself: Our algorithm is probabilistic of the Monte Carlo type. That is, it assumes a source of random bits and on any invocation of the algorithm there is a small probability of errol:
Introduction
One of the most fundamental invariants of a square matrix is the determinant. Applications for computing the determinant of a matrix are numerous. For integer matrices alone they include computational number theory [4] , computational group theory [9] , and computational geometry [2, 31. In this paper we present a new algorithm for the determinant which is faster than any previously known. For a matrix A E Z"'" this algorithm requires O(n3 (log n + log 1 IAl 1 ) ' d w 102 n) bit operations using standard matrix arithmetic, where llAll= maxij IAijl . Since, by Hadamard's bound, I detAl= 'Research was supported in part by Natural Sciences and Engineering
Research Council of Canada
O(n(1ogn + logllAll)), this cost is at worst O(n3.5(logn + log llA11)2.5 log' .) bit operations, though the sensitivity to the size of the determinant can be beneficial.
We will consider only the exact computation of the determinant of an integer matrix. Computing cost will be counted in bit operations (and hence will reflect both the number of integer operations and the size of integers involved). The fastest previously known method for computing the determinant of an integer matrix uses the Chinese remainder algorithm and matrix arithmetic modulo primes. For a matrix A E ZnX", this requires O(n4(logn + logllAll)(logn + loglog IlAll) + n'log' llAll) bit operations, and is deterministic (see Abbott et al. [ 11) . The best known Monte Carlo algorithm requires O(n3 log1 detAl (logn + loglog llAll) + 102 I detAl) bit operations (see below).
It is well known that every nonsingular integer matrix is equivalent to a matrix in Smith canonical form. That is, there exist unimodularx, Y E Z"'" (i.e., detX, detY = f l ) such that In Section 6 we examine the cost of our algorithm when computing the determinant and Smith form of a "random" integer matrix. In particular, we show that if the entries a matrix are chosen uniformly and randomly from an interval A = { a , a + 1,. .. ,a+h-1) for any integer a E Z and h E 222, the expected number of non-trivial (i.e., not equal to f l ) invariant factors is O(1oghn). This is consistent with previous experimental evidence (and, perhaps, "folklore") that the number of invariant factors is small but is, to our knowledge, the first proof of this sort of bound. In this case, our algorithm for the Smith form and determinant will require O(n3 (logn + log IIA11)2-log(n) logh(n)) bit operations.
An Overview of the Algorithm
The algorithm itself is relatively simple. It employs some analogous ideas for computation of the Frobenius form of a sparse matrix over an abstract field developed by Villard [20] and adapts them to Smith forms over the integers. The algorithm consists of three main ideas:
1. The largest invariant factor Sn of any matrix can be computed with an expected number of O(n3(logn + log llA11)2) bit operations. This is done by solving the equation Ax = b for random vectors b E Znxl. With appropriate random selection of b, it can be proven that the GCD of the denominators of the entries in the solution vector x is the largest invariant factor of A with high probability. We solve for x using p-adic lifting to obtain the desired cost. This is discussed in Section 2.
2. We show that we can capture the kth invariant factor of A by means of random perturbations of A. Let B E Znx" be an appropriately constructed random matrix with rank k. If the largest invariant factor of A + B is on, then with sufficiently high probability gcd(Gn,Sn) = Sn-k. This is discussed in Section 3.
3. The number of distinct invariant factors s1, .. . . , sn of
A is at most Jor o(J").
This will allow us to do what amounts to a binary search for the distinct invariant factors, whichL requires ~(,/--logn) computations of the kth invariant factor by means of (1) and (2) above. This leads to the total expected cost of our Smith form and determinant algorithms. The completed algorithm and its analysis is discussed in Section 4.
Previous Algorithms
The best known methods for computing the determinant are fraction free Gaussian elimination and homomorphic imaging. The latter (which is asymptotically faster) simply computes the determinant modulo a collection of small (typically word-sized) primes and reconstructs the integral determinant via the Chinese remainder theorem. By Hadamard's bound, the product of these primes must have O(n(1ogn + 1ogIIAIl)) bits to ensure correctness. The algorithm obtained will require O(n4(logn+logIIAII)(logn+ loglog llAll) +n210g2 llAll) bit operations (see [l] ).
By using asymptotically fast matrix multiplication we can obtain a better exponent, though practicality quickly vanishes. Using fast matrix arithmetic, the above homomorphic imaging scheme to compute the determinant requires log llA11)2) bit operations.
Monte Carlo algorithms for the determinant hwe the advantage that their cost is sensitive to the size of the determinant. The idea is to compute the determinant modulo a collection of small random primes in sequence and build the integer determinant as the residues are obtained. Once the determinant remains stable modulo a small number of random primes, it is straightforward to bound tlhe probability that the obtained determinant is the correct one. A Monte Carlo algorithm is easily obtained which requires O(n3 log1 detAl. (logn + loglog IlAll) + 102 I detA() bit operations. On any input, on any invocation, the algorithm is correct with constant probability.
The algorithm of Kaltofen 1141 computes the determinant of a n x n matrix over an arbitrary ring with O(n3.5 lognloglogn) ring operations. A careful analysis of this algorithm for integer inputs reveals that this algorithm also requires O(n3-5(logn + log)lAll)(logn + log log IIAII)(loglogn + log log log IlAll)) bit operations, using asymptotically fast integer arithmetic. Using asymptotically fast matrix arithmetic one should obtain further improvements Choose random b@) E Lnxl;
Let tik) := Icm(denom(xy)), . . . ,denom(x, ( k ) ));
where xy) is the jth entry in x ( j ) and denom(xy)) is its denominator; od; (7) Returns, (2) .
THEOREM 2.1. The algorithm L a r g e s t Invarian tFactor always returns a factor of the largest invariant factors, ofA. The algorithm returns sn with probability at least 1 /3 on any input matrix A.
PROOF. In [I] it is shown that in any iteration k, tik' is a factor of s,,, whence sf) is always a factor of s , . It is also ( k ) shown that for any prime p I Sn , Prob{ordprik) < ord P s n } < -A -.
By repeating this twice, P P r i m P P r i m In this section we show that we can compute the kth invariant factor of a matrix A E Z"'" by adding an appropriately generated random rank k matrix B to A. With sufficiently high probability the GCD of the largest invariant factor of A + B with the largest invariant factor of A is the kth largest invariant factor of A. The proof of this is nontrivial and will require a number of lemmas. Throughout we assume that A E ZnX", SI , .. . ,s, E Z>o are the invariant factors of A, and that 01,. . . ,on are the invariant factors of A+B.
LEMMA 3.1. I f B has rank at most k then Si divides (3jfk for l s i s n -k .
PROOF. The proof of an analogous result of [20], Lemma 2.1, for matrices whose entries are polynomials over a field 0 carries over to the above result without change.
In order to develop an efficient method to compute Sn-k, it will be useful to bound the probability that the highest power of a prime p dividing the largest invariant factor of A + B is the same as that dividing Sn-k, when the above matrix B is computed as the product B = U V , where U E Z n x k and V E Zkxn, whose entries are uniformly and independently chosen from the set of integers between 0 and p -1, and for a positive integer p to be determined later. A suitable bound will be derived in the next three subsections. It will be used, in the final subsection, to produce a reliable Monte Carlo algorithm to compute Sn-k.
A Sufficient Determinantal Condition
To begin, an additional assumption will be madenamely, that A = S is in Smith normal form as in equation (1). Once again, let p be prime, let h = ordpS,-k+lr so that PROOF. We will show that these conditions imply a stronger result, namely, that gcd(p,oi+k/si) = 1 for all i such that 1 5 i 5 n -k. By Lemma 3.1, Si divides bi+k for all such i, so that detD2 = J-Jyzfsi divides n:zfoi+k, which in turn divides the determinant of A + UV. Let ~A , U , V = det(A + UV)/detDz E Z; clearly, the result now
The remainder of this proof will serve to establish this identity. If A, U and V have the decompositions given above, then
Since detU1 $ 0 mod p, matrices K and I? with the properties mentioned in the final condition in the statement of the Lemma do exist, for another pair of integer matrices Y2,1 and 2. Therefore
and it follows by equation (3) that
as required. & if p = 2 and with probability at least (1 -I / ( p -1))2 if PROOF. As noted above we may assume without loss of generality that A is in Smith normal form and that Lemma 3.2 is applicable. This lists two conditions that, together, imply that gcd(on/sn-k) = 1.
The first of these conditions is that det U1 is not congruent to 0 modulo p. It is well known that if the entries of an n x n matrix are chosen uniformly from the finite field Z, with p elements for any prime p, then the matrix is nonsingular with probability at least 1/4 if p = 2 and with probabiIity at least l/(p -1) if p 2 3. A slightly more careful approximation shows that the probability is at least f 4 if p = 2 -see, for example, [8] for details. Thus, the first condition is satisfied with probability at least if p = 2 and at least l / ( p -1) if p 2 3, and the result will follow if the same bounds can be established for the conditional probability that the second condition is satisfied when the first is. Suppose, therefore, that the first condition is satisfied, so that the matrix U1 = U1 mod p with entries in Z, is nonsingular. Since q U 1 E I mod p , it is sufficient to work in Z, and to bound the probability that the matrix P l 3 .
1
VI + VzE2U25-D1+ phK-'Dl is nonsingular: When the first condition is satisfied, the second condition is equivalent to the condition that the determinant of this matrix is nonzero in Z , . Now, it suffices to note that for any choice of U2 and V2, and for uniformly and randomly chosen VI, the above matrix is uniformly and randomly chosen from Z r k . The result therefore follows from the bounds, that a randomly chosen square matrix with entries in Z, knonsingular, that have been given above. 0
The &nerd Case
In order to eliminate the assumption that p divides p, we will consider two independent types of trials of the process sketched above, involving two choices of p.
The second type of trial will use a value p2 2 r2n2(log2n + log2 llAll)1 and will be discussed later. The first type of trial will use an even value p1 2 21n2P2 2 2 ln2 r2n2 (log2 n + log2 IIA [/)I.
Suppose now that p is a prime that is less than or equal to p2; then 5 2 21n2, so that In order to simplify the required mathematics, it will be useful to consider sets of five independent trials. The following is a trivial consequence of the above lemma and the fact that (1 1/(5(p -1)))5 I (2/(p -1))4 whenever p 2 7. COROLLARY 3.5. Let p1 be as defined above, suppose p is a prime such that 7 5 p I p2, and suppose the entries Of "ices U1 , u2, u3, u4, U5 E Z n x k and Vi, V2, V3, V4, Vs E Z k x n are selected uniformly and independently from a set of integers between 0 and p1 -1. Let Bi = A + UiK and suppose Bi has largest invariant factor ~i ,~ for 1 I i 5 5.
Then

